Date

11.01.2016

11.01.2016

12.-14.01.2016

12.01.2016

13.01.2016

14.-16.01.2016

Language / Targeted
Audience

Summary of the
Disinformation

Link to the
Disinformation

Disinforming outlet(s) Disproof

Reported by

RUS

The hunt on migrants has
begun in Europe.

http://bit.ly/1KuyTC5

War News Today @
VKontakte

No evidence given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
journalist for Depo.ua,
blogger, researcher

RUS, UKR

2016 will be decisive for one
of the parts of Novorossia Kherson oblast, whose people
are tired of nazis. A Kherson
Peoples' Republic will be
formed.
http://bit.ly/1PJ9nLc

vz.ru

Kherson oblast is part of
Ukraine. // Novorossia does
not exist. // Repeating older
disinformation about nazis
governing Ukraine - see the Oleksandr Nykonorov,
election results. // For further journalist for Depo.ua,
claims, no evidence given.
blogger, researcher

RUS, UKR, ENG

Ukraine is the new base for
ISIS fighters. More radical
islamists joining Ukrainian
armed forces. Ukraine selling http://bit.ly/1Jp9v64 //
weapons to terrorists in Syria http://bit.ly/1nqzYq6 //
and Iraq.
http://bit.ly/1SBDeLC

warsonline.info //
Information agency of
Novorossia @
Repeating older
Youtube // Interfaxdisinformation with no
religion.com
supporting evidence given.

RUS, UKR

Western media stopped
informing about the conflict in
the east of Ukraine. This
conspiracy of silence shall
manipulate the Western
audience to forget about the
conflict - pro-Kremlin journalist
Janus Putkonen.
http://bit.ly/1Jp0SbB

RUS

Soon, a war between Saudi
Arabia and Iran will begin,
which will lift the oil prices to
250 dollars per barrel.

http://bit.ly/1WAYnVw

CZE

European politicians are not
interested in stopping
migrants on their way to
Europe because their aim is to
make Europe multicultural and
destroy Western civilization,
which burdens the planet with
pollution. In
order to preserve resources,
Western civilization has to
become poor.

http://aeronet.cz/news/vi
deo-nemecko-hlasi-zena-ceste-do-evropy-jev-teto-chvili-10-milionumigrantu-dopreduvaruje-ze-tento-rok-jichprijme-jen-1-milion-a-cozbytek-cz-titulky/ //
Aeronet.cz //
http://bit.ly/1JuJgeo
SvetKolemNas.info

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
journalist for Depo.ua,
blogger, researcher //
Ukrainian World
Congress

Novorossiya @
Livejournal

Western media did not stop
informing about the conflict.
No evidence of "conspiracy"
of the Western media, most Oleksandr Nykonorov,
of which operate in a
journalist for Depo.ua,
competition environment.
blogger, researcher

Ktovkurse.com

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
journalist for Depo.ua,
blogger, researcher

No evidence given.

EU is engaged in managing
the migrant flow. For further European Values
claims, no evidence given.
Think-Tank

15.-19.01.2016

15.01.2016

16.01.2016

16.01.2016

16.01.2016

ENG, FRA, CZE

The aim of the meeting
between Deputy Secretary of
State for the European and
Eurasian affairs Victoria
Nuland and Vladislav Surkov,
Vladimir Putin's advisor, was
to prevent the third world war.
Nuland wanted to warn
Russia of the forthcoming
NATO attack.

RUS, CZE

Video shows that the world is
ruled by secret oligarch
groups, currently based in
Switzerland. That is why most
of the international
congresses takes place there
and why Hitler did not attack
it. His rulers lived there.
http://bit.ly/1Pejb3B

AC24.cz

Many international
congresses are held in
Switzerland because it is
neutral country. // For further European Values
claims, no evidence given.
Think-Tank

RUS, UKR

The West conducts a
propaganda war in the
countries of former
Commenwealth of
Independent States. Oligarchs
of the planet need Ukraine
just as an instrument in the
war West conducts against
Russia.
http://bit.ly/20j3uvF

Novorossiya @
Livejournal

Oleksandr Nykonorov,
No evidence for any of these journalist for Depo.ua,
claims.
blogger, researcher

RUS

Boris Nemtsov's killer was
recruited by Ukrainian secret
services. Nemtsov's girlfriend
helped the killer.
http://bit.ly/1Uj5fp0

Komsomolskaya
Pravda

The whole article is based on
quotes from an anonymous
source, and from the lawyer
of one of the defendants. No Pavel Spirin, former
other evidence given.
journalist

ukraina.ru

In fact the article cited was
published in the little known
private web site called
Foreign Policy Journal. The
publisher and editor of this
site is one Jeremy R.
Hammond, a conspiracy
theorist who until recently
taught English as a second
language:
http://bit.ly/1WJbgNq

RUS

http://bit.ly/1QmsLjX //
http://bit.ly/1nttU01 //
http://bit.ly/23lLlQk //
http://bit.ly/1nsp6rQ //
http://bit.ly/1JuOPtl //
http://bit.ly/1UkoRJu //
http://bit.ly/1K532x3

Foreign Policy: Russia is an
important player in Syria and
Washington is obliged to listen
to it.
http://bit.ly/1NujUrW

WhatDoesItMean.com
// RT // Hannibal
Genseric @
AgoraVox.fr //
OrgoNet @
Blogspot.cz //
SvetKolemNas.info //
AC24.cz //
PrvniZpravy.cz

Victoria Nuland's visit was
not unexpected. The topics
discussed were revealed
both by US and Russian
authorities. No further
evidence given. //
http://bit.ly/23n9eac

European Values
Think-Tank //
StopFake.org

StopFake.org

Deep and Comprehensive
Free Trade Area (DCFTA):
Ukraine was deceived by the
EU. For the exports of some
foodstuff from Ukraine there
are catastropfically low
quotas. This DCFTA is
working only in one way, for
the EU exports to Ukraine.

Yuri Kosyuk,
businessman @
Voice of America, @
pravda.com.ua

98 per cent of Ukrainian
exports to the EU is dutyfree, the quotas concern a
minority of Ukrainian export.
It is possible to export above
the quotas. No one forced
Ukraine into DCFTA.
EEAS

BeforeItsNews.com //
CzechFreePress.cz //
Medzicas.sk //
ceskoaktualne.cz //
PrvniZpravy.cz //
AC24.cz //
Titkolthirek.hu

Multiplying the already
debunked disinformation of
Russian origin in various
languages.

SVK

A new study by Ottawa
University about Euromaidan
events proves that snipers on
the roofs were not hired by
Ukrainian government, but by
Western forces to provoke
chaos and toppling of
Yanukovich. They were
instructed to shoot both into
protesters and into police.
http://bit.ly/1Paqmd8

Zemavek.sk

The study states exactly the
opposite: "No reliable
evidence about “third force”
foreign snipers or organisers Ivana Smoleňová,
of the massacre has been
Prague Security
found." http://bit.ly/20iZETf
Studies Institute

RUS

More details about raped
Russian girl from Berlin,
interviews with her aunt and
uncle about the incident.

http://bit.ly/1PLph7K

Pervyi Kanal,
"Voskresnoye
Vremya" (@ Youtube,
time 0:37:30)

Repeating disinformation that
was already refuted by that
time: http://bit.ly/1Q8DMW4 Pavel Spirin, former
// http://bit.ly/1OA1GqP
journalist

http://bit.ly/1lFRPY7

TV channel Rossia,
"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym" (@
The USA have been in the
Youtube, time
war with the islamic terrorism Pavel Spirin, former
0:02:30)
since 2001.
journalist
The opposition between
Sunni and Shia Islam formed
itself shortly after the death
of Muhammad, several
hundred years before the
Pavel Spirin, former
USA were created.
journalist
No evidence given. // Worth
mentioning is that Vladimir
Zhirinovsky, author of the
quote, is the head of "Liberal Pavel Spirin, former
Democratic Party of Russia". journalist

http://bit.ly/1JpfgAD //
http://bit.ly/1PaJw2B

17.-22.01.2016

UKR

17.-22.01.2016

http://bit.ly/1SFtos4 //
http://bit.ly/1Vi8Fsf //
http://bit.ly/1PM8pOi //
http://bit.ly/1RH0WWK //
Further stories about a
http://bit.ly/1JuHwlp //
Russian girl allegedly raped in http://bit.ly/1PvqCiJ //
ENG, CZE, SVK, HUN by migrants.
http://bit.ly/1QuCqXK

17.01.2016

17.01.2016

17.01.2016

17.01.2016

17.01.2016

RUS

The USA support islamic
terrorists all over the world.

RUS

The Americans were the first
to introduce the term of
opposition between Sunni
Islam and Shia Islam.

http://bit.ly/1lFRPY7

TV channel Rossia,
"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym" (@
Youtube, time
0:20:39)

RUS

The liberals, the democrats,
and the bolshevik communists
have destroyed everything
and they are guilty of
everything.
http://bit.ly/1lFRPY7

TV channel Rossia,
"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyovym" (@
Youtube, time
0:50:08)

European Values
Think-Tank // Political
Capital Institute

17.01.2016

18.-19.01.2016

RUS

The Dutch are afraid of
DCFTA with Ukraine. If the
economic border between
Ukraine and the EU
disappears, hundreds of
Dutch companies will go
bankrupt because they cannot
stand the competition with
cheaper agricultural products
of Ukraine.
http://bit.ly/1ZJFyPZ

No evidence given. // In 2014
and in 2015 anchor-man
Kiselyev constantly
persuaded the public that the
Trade Association of Ukraine
with the European Union was
conceived by crafty
Europeans to rob Ukraine,
that the EU will give Ukraine
no loans, and that no
Ukrainian goods cross the
border of the EU. Now he
says that the EU will invest
into Ukraine billions of euros,
and that Ukrainian
TV channel Rossia,
agriculture is so competitive
"Vesti nedeli s
that it threatens Holland,
Dmitriem Kiselyovym" whose agriculture is one of
(@ Youtube, time
the most efficient in the
Pavel Spirin, former
01:06:40)
world.
journalist

ENG, CZE

A new report presented to the
Security Council of Russia by
the Internal Security
Directorate of the Federal
Security Service warns about
US president Obama's plans
with biological and chemical
weapons. Last week, the USA
signed contracts with 17
companies regarding logistics
and service support for
biological and chemical war
projects. The report connects
it with the prophecy of Baba
Vanga who predicted Muslim
invasion with the use of
chemical weapons. Obama
regime considers
overpopulation to be a major
problem and
since we know, it was the
USA who created ISIS, we
can expect the usage of
http://bit.ly/1Qstfa3 //
biochemical weapons in
http://bit.ly/1JuFS37 //
Europe.
http://bit.ly/1OPRavN

The mentioned report is not
to be found anywhere and
probably does not exist. //
Contracts are not related to
the production of biological
and chemical weapons but to
defend against them:
http://1.usa.gov/1Psfmda //
The "predictions" of Baba
Vanga don't include the use
of biological and chemical
WhatDoesItMean.com weapons as stated in the
// OrgoNet @
article. // USA did not create
BlogSpot //
ISIS. // For further claims, no European Values
SvetKolemNas.info
evidence given.
Think-Tank

18.01.2016

19.01.2016

19.01.2016

19.01.2016

20.01.2016

RUS, UKR

Islamic fighters from many
countries came to visit the
second Crimean Tatar World
Congress held in the Kherson
region. Tatar leader Mustafa
Djemilev said that any Muslim
wanting to join the jihad
against the damn Russians for
the liberation of sacred
Crimea can do so after
attaining an official status from
Ukraine’s Defense Ministry.
http://bit.ly/1ORhRQv

eadaily.com and
others (see the
Disproof column)

Nobody from the countries
reported in the disinformation
article attended the
congress. Mustafa Djemilev
never made such a
statement:
http://bit.ly/1S5dDey
StopFake.org

RUS

Sooner or later, the situation
in Ukraine will be normalized
because, being a part of a
huge country, Ukraine will
sooner or later return to a
normal path.

http://bit.ly/1Pqupnv

Pervyi Kanal,
"Vremya pokazhet"
(@ Youtube, 03:20)

Ukraine is not a part of a
huge country - Ukraine is an Pavel Spirin, former
independent state.
journalist

RUS

Russia has being feeding
whole Ukraine for the last 20
years.

http://bit.ly/1Pqupnv

Pervyi Kanal,
"Vremya pokazhet"
(@ Youtube, 18:51)

No evidence given.

HUN

The recent activity of the
Euro-Atlantic countries aims
to create a new
united military region
spanning from the Baltics to
the Black Sea by dividing up
Ukraine: the Lviv area would
be annexed by Poland,
Transcarpathia by Hungary,
the Chernivitsi region by
Romania.

hidfo.ru

No evidence given. Vladimir
Zhirinovsky presented this
plan in 2014:
Political Capital
http://bit.ly/1RIdAEX
Institute

CZE

http://bit.ly/1PwJaiE

Czech NGO supported by
UNHCR created a
propagandist proimmigration publication for
elementary schools to reprogram children's minds. It all http://bit.ly/1QmsgGv // Aeronet.cz //
serves NWO's purposes.
http://bit.ly/1WH0tTR
SvetKolemNas.info

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

The publication in question is
a pedagogic guidance Hello,
Czech republic. It is
meant for children above 12
years of age, and its aim is to
promote discussion,
understanding, acceptance,
and to suppress prejudices: European Values
http://bit.ly/1UkoqyX
Think-Tank

21.-23.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

American Congress will
monitor political parties in
Europe which have a critical
attitude towards the European
Union or NATO. American
intelligence service will
investigate all the critical
parties in Europe. Political
parties suspected for those
critical attitudes towards the
EU, and those who are
opposed to hosting nuclear
warheads and NATO military
build-up in Europe, may be
sanctioned by the United
GER, SVK, CZE, HUN States.

RUS

All Ukraine is Russia.

http://bit.ly/1ZWt5xT //
http://bit.ly/1lHyu94 //
http://bit.ly/1QsA7EB //
http://bit.ly/1NulASk

American intelligence
services are supposed to
investigate if some of the
political parties in Europe are
Deutsche-Wirtschafts- funded by Russian security
Nachrichten.de //
services with the aim to
KonzervativnyVyber.s undermine political
European Values
k // CeskoAktualne.cz cohesion in Europe:
Think-Tank // Political
// hidfo.ru
http://bit.ly/1SFzg4T
Capital Institute

http://bit.ly/1ZJHtEh

TV channel Rossia,
"Vecher s Vladimirom Ukraine is not Russia,
Solovyovym" ( @
Ukraine is an independent
Youtube, 0:02:30)
state.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

RUS

There are no Russian soldiers
in the East of Ukraine. All their
weapons were acquired from
the Ukrainian army.
http://bit.ly/1ZJHtEh

Even Vladimir Putin recently
admitted there were Russian
soldiers in the east of
Ukraine:
http://bit.ly/1S1YCdq // There
TV channel Rossia,
are numerous proof of
"Vecher s Vladimirom Russian military equipment
Solovyovym" ( @
in Ukraine, e.g.:
Pavel Spirin, former
Youtube, 0:21:55)
http://bit.ly/1VgZRTD
journalist

RUS

During the annexation of
Crimea, Ukrainian army did
not organise any resistance to
the Russian army, because
Ukrainian troops took the side
of Russia and became an
"army of the people of the
Crimea."
http://bit.ly/1ZJHtEh

Ukrainian army was ordered
not to fire, because Kyiv
hoped for a peaceful solution
of the conflict. After the
annexation, a significant part
TV channel Rossia,
of Ukrainian troops were
"Vecher s Vladimirom evacuated from Crimea to
Solovyovym" ( @
the continental part of
Pavel Spirin, former
Youtube, 0:23:40)
Ukraine.
journalist

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

http://bit.ly/1ZJHtEh

There has been no "coup" in
Kyiv but a democratic vote in
parliament in a crisis
situation: the government
was approved by
constitutional majority in the
Ukrainian Parliament (the
Verkhovna Rada) showing its
inclusive character, whereas
a simple majority would have
been sufficient. Following his
flight from Kyiv and Ukraine,
then President Yanukovych
was dismissed by a
constitutional majority and
the void left by his departure
TV channel Rossia,
filled to restore normal
"Vecher s Vladimirom functioning of the state and
Solovyovym" ( @
implementation of the 21
Pavel Spirin, former
Youtube, 0:38:45)
February agreement.
journalist

EU has put Ukraine in
unfavourable conditions, when
the country has lost its
traditional markets in Russia. http://bit.ly/1ZJHtEh

Ukraine lost markets in
Russia due to Moscow's
decision to close its markets
TV channel Rossia,
for Ukraine and to break the
"Vecher s Vladimirom economic and trade ties with
Solovyovym" ( @
Kiev. EU helps Ukraine
Pavel Spirin, former
Youtube, 1:15:55)
economically in many ways. journalist

RUS

USA organized a military coup
in Ukraine. The Americans
have to stop giving weapons
to Ukraine to fulfill the Minsk
agreements.
http://bit.ly/1ZJHtEh

Euromaidan was not a coup.
USA does not give lethal
weapons to Ukraine. To fulfill
TV channel Rossia,
Minsk agreements, Ukraine
"Vecher s Vladimirom has to restore control of its
Solovyovym" ( @
border - which depends on Pavel Spirin, former
Youtube, 1:30:15)
Russia.
journalist

RUS

After the New Year's incident
in Cologne, democratic media
kept silence and police wasn't
able to do anything.
http://bit.ly/1KxN5dN

Pervyi kanal, "Vremya Head of Cologne police was
Pokazhet" (@
dismissed, the government Pavel Spirin, former
Youtube, 04:55)
organised an investigation. journalist

RUS

Europeans must understand
that the whole situation
around migrants is a result of
their mistakes, it is
Russophobia. Russophobia
that has emerged since 2008:
Georgia, Baltic states…
http://bit.ly/1KxN5dN

Pervyi kanal, "Vremya
Pokazhet" (@
No evidence of
Youtube, 12:55)
"Russophobia" given.

RUS

RUS

Maidan was a coup.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

21.01.2016

22.01.2016

22.01.2016

RUS

There is no freedom of
speech in Germany because
when Pervyi kanal reported
about Russian-speaking girl
raped by migrants, Germany's
prosecutor general ignored
that reportage.
http://bit.ly/1KxN5dN

CZE

The EU stands on ideas of
Richard Coudenhove Kalergi.
His idea was to control people
through mixing races, thus
making people more easily
controllable. Politicians who
stood at the birth of the
European Union based the
integration on his plans and
the American intelligence
financed its projects. The idea
of destroying European
identity is the foundation of all
European integration policy. http://bit.ly/1Psl5zF

CZE

In accordance with the
European Commission's plan
to secretly build asylum
centres in member states
without their citizens'
knowledge, the Czech
government wants to
secretly build one in the
village Králíky.
http://bit.ly/1VicPQW

SVK

Turkey created ISIS. Last
weeks terrorist attacks in
Istanbul were organised in
order to mask this fact and
show the outside world that
Turkey is a victim of ISIS, not
its director.
http://bit.ly/1Pfah64

Zeamavek.sk

No evidence given.

Ivana Smoleňová,
Prague Security
Studies Institute

GER, RUS

George Soros: If Russia will
not help Europe, the EU will
fall apart.

Deutsche-WirtschaftsNachrichten.de //
Ria.ru and others (see
the Disproof article)

In the quoted interview,
George Soros did not say
that: http://bit.ly/1QmujKU //
http://bloom.bg/1Ukq3fL

Alexey Kovalev,
noodleremover.news

Sputnik // Russiainsider.com

The talks between
Poroshenko and Gryzlov
were no secret. As President
Poroshenko described them,
he emphasized the Ukrainian
position remains unchanged:
http://bit.ly/1QuyHJw
Promote Ukraine NGO

ENG

http://bit.ly/1TiJ3gv //
http://bit.ly/1QmueH1

Petro Poroshenko may be
open to a deal with Moscow,
his secret talks with Vladimir
Putin's confidant Boris Gryzlov http://bit.ly/1Quylmq //
show.
http://bit.ly/1nIV3M9

Pervyi kanal, "Vremya The story reported was
Pokazhet" (@
debunked as a fake many
Youtube, 33:24)
times.

Pavel Spirin, former
journalist

CzechFreePress.cz

Spreading disinformation that
appeared in 2012 on an
Italian site:
http://bit.ly/1nsnBKd that was
throughout last years
multiplied via various
languages:
http://bit.ly/1S3qhdS and
http://bit.ly/1ZWqhAD (ENG),
http://bit.ly/1niPQdD (FRA) or
http://bit.ly/1nsnFcL and
http://bit.ly/1PMabyR (CZE).
Kalergi's thoughts are
misrepresented in all articles. European Values
// No further evidence given. Think-Tank

Aeronet.cz

The reported document does
not exist. The Ministry of
Interior is communicating
with the town and its citizens,
the plans for creation of the
reserve centre for seekers of
asylum in Czech Republic
has been halted for now:
European Values
http://bit.ly/1JwQnms
Think-Tank

24.01.2016

ENG

The Americans dream of
defeating Russia, they tried to
use the Nazis for this purpose.
Video with Satanic glee of
Hillary Clinton proves they are
the same today, etc. Putin
would never behave like that. http://bit.ly/1PN4hxE

Russia-insider.com

No evidence given.

Promote Ukraine NGO

